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ISOMETRIES OF L^-SPACES ASSOCIATED WITH

SEMIFINrTE VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS

BY

P. K. TAM

Abstract. The paper determines the structure of (classes of) linear isome-

tries between Lj,-spaces associated with semifinite normal faithful traces on

von Neumann algebras, generalizing works of M. Broise and B. Russo. Also

established are some auxiliary results on Lp norm inequalities which are of

interest by themselves.

1. Introduction. Let <$> (resp., \p) be a semifinite normal faithful trace on a

von Neumann algebra 31 (resp., 93), Lp(<¡>) (resp., Lp(\p)) be the Lp-space

associated with <b (resp., ^) (cf. [1], [2], [3] or [4]), and & a linear isometry

from Lp(<b) onto Lp(\p). In [5], Russo proved that if </> = \¡> is finite on 9Í = 93

and if p = 1, then for each © there are a Jordan »-automorphism $ of 91, a

positive selfadjoint Z E Lx(<¡>) affiliated with the center of 21, and a unitary

W E 91 such that for any X E 91 we have Q(X) = <&(X)ZW (strong product,

cf. [2]). When 91 = 93 is abelian and <i> = \p, similar results hold for arbitrary

p ¥= 2, p E (1, oo), and can be deduced from [7]. In [6] Broise showed that if

p = 2 and if 6[L2+(<i>)] = L2+(x¡,) (equivalently 0[L2+(<f>)] c L2+(i), where L2+

denotes the positive part of L2), then there are uniquely a Jordan »-isomor-

phism $ of 91 onto 93, and a positive selfadjoint operator Z E L2(ip) affiliated

with the center of 93 such that

e(X ) = <&(X )Z   for every X E 91 n L2(</>).

It is the purpose of this paper to establish similar results for a rather general

class of (91, 93, <i>, \p, p, 0). More precisely, we shall prove in §3 the following

two theorems.

Theorem. Suppose 0[9I+ n Lp(<j>)] = 93+ n Lp(xf), p E [1, oo). Then there

exist uniquely a Jordan *- isomorphism i> of 91 onto 93, and a positive selfadjoint

operator Z E Lp(\p) affiliated with the center of 93 such that

@(X ) = $(X)Z,       X E 91 n Lp(<f>).

Theorem. Suppose 91,93 are finite (<b, \p may be semifinite) and

e[ai n £>(*)] - $n !»(*),    #>e[i, »)n{2}.
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340 P. K. TAM

Then there are a Jordan * -isomorphism 4> of 91 onto 93, a positive selfadjoint

operator Z E Lp(\p) affiliated with the center of 93, and a unitary W E 93 such

that

@(x) = <s>(x)zw,     ieïn^).

Some other results in [5] and [6] are also generalized in §3 to the present

context.

In order to obtain the above theorems, we shall prove in §2 some results on

Lp norm inequalities which are of interest by themselves [cf. Theorems 1 and

2 of §2 below].

A part of the present work was initiated when the author visited Queen's

University at Kingston, Canada. He is grateful to the mathematicians there,

especially Professor Jim Woods and Ole Nielsen, for their hospitality. He is

also grateful to Professor Donald Bures for his encouragement.

2. Lp norm inequalities. In this section we shall establish some auxiliary

results needed in §3, of which some special cases are known (cf. [7] and [12]).

Theorem 1. Let S,T E 91+ n Lp(<b).

(i) Letp > 1. Then <b(Sp + Tp) < <¡>[(S + Tf], and equality holds iff ST =
0.

(ii) Let p > 1. Then <t>[(S + TY] < 2P~X^(SP + Tp), and equality holds iff

S = T.

(iii) Let p E (0, 1). Then $(SP + Tp) > <¡>[(S + TY]. If ST = 0, then we

have equality. On the other hand, if we have equality, if<f> is finite, and if S + T

either has a bounded inverse or is of finite rank, then ST = 0.

(iv) Letp E (0, 1). Then <b[(S + TY] > 2p-x<b(Sp + Tp), and equality holds

iffS= T.

Remarks. (1) The inequalities obtained here for S,T E 91+ n Lp(<f>) can be

easily extended to S, T E Lp+(<¡>) by using results in [2]. As to when equality

holds [for S,T E Lp+(<p)], the conditions are easily seen to be sufficient by [4].

Since we have not decided whether the conditions are also necessary and

shall not use them in §3, we omit the details of such a generalization.

(2) It is plausible that forp E (0, 1) and S,T E 91+ n Lp(<b), <¡>(SP + Tp) =

<í>[(5 + TY] implies ST = 0. As evident from the proof of (ii) below, this

assertion will follow from its special case where S + T is injective.

We shall need the following lemmas in proving the above theorem. (C, R,

N denote, respectively, the set of all complex, real, strictly positive integral

numbers.)

Lemma 1. Let the map / E /(-» S, E9t+n Lp(<b) be differentiable (with

respect to the norm on 91) on the real open interval I. Suppose for some a E I,

S'esdS,/dt\,.a^%r\LM).
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i*isf)

(i) For any p E [1, oo) we have

-4>[Psrls¿]. (o

(ii) Suppose p E (0, 1). //"</> is finite and if Sa is invertible in 91, then (1) holds.

Proof. Ad (i). Fixp E [1, oo) and fix a compact subinterval /, of / with

a E /,. Choose a branch of the complex function zp, and a sector

2={reie:rE[0,oo),9 E(-9X,9X)}        (9X > 0)

of the right half-plane of C so that the branch is a single-valued holomorphic

function on the sector. For e > 0 let re be the positively oriented contour

consisting of the segments

{„-**: rE[e, b)},        {re**: r E[e, b)}

and the circular arc {bew: 9 E[-92,92]}, where 92=9x/2, and b >

Max{||S,||: t E Ix}. Let T he similarly defined with e replaced by zero. Since

(cf. [8, p. 272]) for any A E T\{0},

\\XP(X - S,yx\\ <|A|* |ImX|_1 =\\\"~1 sin"1 92

(Im X = imaginary part of A), we see that /r XP(X — S,)~x dX converges in

norm as e —»0; we shall denote the limit by /r XP(X — S,)~x dX. It is then

easy to see that, for every / E /,,

^-zmí^-*)"' dX.

Now the above construction works for the function zp   ' as well, provided

that the sector ß and T have been chosen carefully. Thus we also have

sr' = 4riirXp-^-s^dX-

Similarly we see that

pm)-1 f xp(x - sayxs;(x - sayx dX

converges in norm as e -♦ 0; we denote the limit by D. Now we claim that the

map / —» Sf is differentiable (with respect to the norm) and

dt

In fact we have

'*

t = a

= D. (2)

t - a)'x(Sp - Sp) - D\\< /,(/) + l2(t)
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where

/,(/) = lim (2n/)_I
e->0

l2(t) = lim (2m)"1
e->0

f xp(x - sayx(D, - s0')(a - sayx dx
JT,

Jf \'[(\ - s.y' -(x- sayx]D,(x - sayx dX

with D, = (t - a)~x(S, - Sa). It is easy to see that lim,^a /,(/) = 0. For l2(t),

choose a constant k and a compact subinterval I2 of / with a E I2 and

sup(||Z>,||:/ E I2, t=ha) <k.

For e, > 0 and / E /2\{a} we have

f xp[(x - s,yx -(x- sayl]D,(x - sayx dx

f xp(x - s.yXs, - sa)(x - sayxD,(x - sayx dx

< mtk\\S, - SJ

where me  is a constant which depends on e, only. On the other hand, for

0 <e <e„

[    xp[(x - s,)-' - (x - sayx]D,(x - sayx dx

< 4k feirp-2[sin92]-2 dr < 4kep'x[(p - l)sin202]_1.

From these estimates it is clear that lim,^a l2(t) = 0. Thus our claim (2) is

established.

By the spectral theorem and the semifiniteness of <f>, there exists an

increasing sequence (En)„eN of projections in 91 with <¡y(En) < 00, E„Sa =

SaEn, and lim^^^ En = I. But we have in the sense of norm convergence:

(^sf\ J^ = (2inyxfxp(x - sayxs;(x - sayxE„ dx.

Hence

4(l5'1/-)£"] = (2mr'/r X"^{X " S°y2S°E"} dK-

Now, since

¿-[a'(a - s,yx] =pxp-x(x - s,)"' - xp(x - s,y2,    x e r£,
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we have

and

i.e.,

pSp~x = (2n/)-1 fpXp-x(X - S,)~l dX
JT

= (2Ui)'x [ Xp(X- s,y2dx,

*{pspa-%En) = (2Xii)-lf\>*[(\ - say2s;E„] dX,

* (pr, _.)*■]-*'srlsM-

Letting n 00 we obtain by (2)

d

dt
<Ksn..riävJ-^'W

Ad (ii). For t sufficiently close to a, S, is invertible in 91 so that the contour

T can be replaced by one lying in a domain of analyticity for a branch of the

complex function zp, and containing the spectrum of such S, in its interior.

Thus our assertion follows from a well-known result [9, p. 108].

Lemma 2. (i) Let p E (0, 00) and let AX,A2 E 9Í+ n Lp(<¡>) with Ax > A2.

Then<S?(Apx) > <KAÇ).
(ii) Let p E (1, 00), «EN and let A,B E 9l+ n Lv(<b). Denote Cp =

BX'\A + BY~XBX/2. Then #C/) > <KB"").

(iii) Suppose <> is finite and let A,B E 91+ be such that A + B is invertible in

91. Then, for any p E (0, 1),

4>[(A + BY~XB] < <b(B").

Proof. Ad (i). We prove first that the assertion is valid for p = 2", n E N.

Indeed this can be shown by induction on n with the following observations:

Af = {A\I2AXAXX'2)V'\       ï[(Axx/2A2Ay2)r] = ^{A^A^f ].

Now suppose p E (0, 00) and choose n E N so large that p, =p2"" < 1.

Then

<p(Ap) = <S>[(Ap>f] > <p[(A$<f] = <¡>(AP).

Ad (ii). We proceed by induction. If p E (1, 2], then Cp > BP; so by (i) we

have <b(Cpn) > <KB"P) for all n E N and for all A,B E 9Í+ n L„,(«*>)• Now

suppose that for some integral m > 2, (ii) is valid for all p E (1, m] and all

n E N. Let / = m + a with a E (0, 1], n E N and let A,B E 9l+ n Ln/(<p).

Then   C, = BX/2(A + B)'~XBX/2 > D2   where   D = BX/2(A + B)l/2~XBX'2.
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Thus by (i), «KC,") > 4>(D2n). But 1/2 E (1, m]; by the induction hypothesis

</>(£>2") > <f>(Ä"')- Hence «KC,") > <f>(£"') and (ii) is established.

Ad (iii). For a strictly positive number e, let Be = e 4- B. Then

(A + BeY~x < Bp-\        BXJ\A + BtY~xBxJ2 < Bp.

Letting t^Owe obtain B'/2(y4 + BY~XBX'2 < 5'; so

<t>[(A + BY~lB] < <t>(Bp).

Proof of Theorem 1. Ad (i). Define the function g on R+ by

g(t) = <t>[(S+ tTY] -<t>iSp + tpTp),       (GR+.

Then g(0) = 0, and by the preceding lemmas (also [1, Corollary 3 of Theorem

6]),

g'(t) = <t>[pTx/2(S + tTY~lTl/2] - <t>iptp-xT") >0,       t E R+.

Thus g(l) > g(0), i.e., <i>[(S + TY] > <KSP + T"). We proceed to demon-

strate the assertion on the equality. If ST = 0, then obviously TS = ST = 0.

Appealing to well-known commutative results we have <p[(S + TY] =

<f>(S' + Tp).
Suppose now <¡>[(S + TY] = «K^ + Tp). To show ST = 0 we let

k = i[T(s + TY'1 - (5+ ry-'r]

(which is a selfadjoint element of 91), and define the function h on R by:

h(t) = <b[(S + e-"KTe"KYl       ¡ER.

Then the result we just obtained implies that h attains its absolute minimum

at t = 0. By Lemma 1, we have

0= ip~xh'(0) = $[(S + TY~\KT- TK)]

= ${[t(s + tY~x -(s+ tY~1t]k).

Hence T(S + TY~X = (S + TY'XT. By the spectral theorem, T(S + T) =

(S + T)T, i.e., ST = TS. But for any two nonnegative real numbers s,t:

(s + tY = sp + tp only if st = 0. As we have <i>[(5 + TY] = «Sp + Tp)

where S and T commute, we conclude that ST = 0.

Ad (ii). By Minkowski's inequality,

4>[(S + Tf] < [<t>(S")x/p + <f>(Tp)x/p]p.

But asp > 1, we have, for any s,t E R+, (s + if < 2p~x(sp + t"). Hence

<j>[(S + TY] < 2p-x<b(S" + T").

If S = T then obviously <b[(S + TY] = 2"-x<b(S'' + Tp). Suppose that

<b[(S + TY] = 2p-x4>(Sp + Tp) for some S,T E 91+ n Lp(<¡>). In order to

show that S = T, we define a function/on R by
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f(t) = <¡>[(S + e-"HTe"HY],       t E R,

where H is a selfadjoint element of 91. By the result we just obtained, / attains

its absolute maximum at t = 0. Therefore

0= zp"'/'(0) = <i>[(S + ty~\ht- TH)].

As before, we deduce that ST = TS. Since we have

<t>{[2-\S + T)]p] = 2-x[<t>(S») + (Tp)],

we conclude that S = T.

Ad (iii). Suppose at first that S + T > e (a positive number) and that <¡> is

finite. Define a function g, on R+ by

gx(t) = </>[(S + tTY] - <HS' + tpT»),       t E R+.

Then gx(0) = 0, and by the preceding lemmas, we have g'x(t) < 0 for all

t E (0, 1). Hence g,(l) < g,(0), i.e.,

<t>[(S + TY] < <t>(Sp) + <¡>{T").

The extra condition "S + T > e and <p is finite" can now be removed as

follows. For given S,T E 91+ n Lp(<¡>), let (£JJgN be an increasing sequence

of projections in 9Í such that each En commutes with S + T, (S + T)En >

n~xE„, and (S + T)(I - En) <n~x(I - E„). As En < n"(S + TY, we have

<t>(En) < oo. Then the result of the preceding paragraph implies that

*{[(S+ T)E„]"} < <t>[(EnSEnY + (EnTE„Y],

i.e.,

||(5+r)1/2£X<||s'/x||2;+||r'/2£n||-.

Taking adjoints we get

IK(S+ T)xXp<\\EnSx/2\\l+\\EnTx^(2p,

i.e.,

<b{[(S + T)x/2En(S + T)x/2]p) < <b[(Sx/2E„Sx/2)p] + <b[(Tx/2EnTx/2)"].

Since

(Sx/2EnSx/2Y < S»,        (Tx'2EnTx/2)" < T",

since £„ commutes with S + T, and since (S + T)(I — limn_>00 En) = 0, we

have

<b[(S + TY] = hm </>{[(5+ T)l/2En(S+ T)x/2]"}

< <b(S") + <t>(T").

We proceed to prove the assertion on the equality. If ST = 0, then obviously

<t>\(S + TY] = <XSP + T").  Suppose now that <b(Sp + Tp) = <ft(S + TY]
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and that <p is finite. Assume at first that S + T has a bounded inverse. Then

by arguments similar to those used in proving (i), we have ST = 0. Assume

now that S + T is of finite rank. Let Ex be the support of S + T, E2 = I -

Ex, SX=EXSEX and TX=EXTEX. Then E2SE2 = E2TE2 = 0, SX/2E2 =

TX'2E2 = 0, Sx = (SX/2EX)*(SX/2EX) = S and F, = T. Thus

*[(s, + r,y] = «Ksf + 7T).

As Sx + Tx = (S + T)EX is injective and of finite rank, S, + T, has a

bounded inverse. Thus ST = SXTX = 0.

Ad (iv). Asp E (0, 1), the map A i-> /tp on 91+ is concave and we have

s" + T" < 2|-i(5 + ry,     <*>[(s + ry] > i^-'^s1' + r*).

If 5 = T then we obviously have equality. On the other hand, if we have

equality fl(S + TY] = 2p~x<t>(Sp + Tp), then (S + TY = 2Í,-1(5Í' + Tp).

SoS + r- 21_9(5Í + ¡n1 where q=p~x. Let S, = S', T, ■ r'. Then

<¡>(S + T) = 2x~q<j>[(Sx + 7*,)*]

< 2,-«2«-14>(s1« + r«) = <i>(5 + r)

by (ii) as q > 1. Hence

*[(S, + r,y] = 2"-x4,(S? + 77).

By (ii) again, S, = T, ; so S = T. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let A,B E Lp(<t>) n 91 (|| • \\p the /^ norm).

(i) Ifp E [2, oo), then

\\A + B\\p+\\A-B\\p>2i\\A\\p+\\B\\Pp).

(ii) If pE [I, 2], then

\\A +B\\P +\\A - B(p < 2(\\A\\PP +\\B(P).

(iii) Suppose p E [1, oo)\{2}. 77ie«

M + Äf+M-^-^Ht+I^C)
iff AB* = 5M = 0.

Remark. Statement (i) is Lemma 3.5 of [1] in slightly different form.

Statement (ii) can be obtained via Lemma 3.4 of [1] as Dixmier did for

Lemma 3.5 of [1]. In fact they hold for any A,B E Lp($). It suffices,

therefore, to give:

Proof of Theorem 2(iii). Suppose that ,4,5 E 91 n Lp(<t>) satisfy

\\A + B\(p+\\A-B\\''p = 2i\\A\(p+\\B\\''p).

Letq=p/2, C =A*A + B*B, and D =A*B + B*A. Then we have

4>[(C + D )" + (C - D Y] = 2<t>[(A*A)q + (B*B)"].
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By Theorem 1 we have for q > 1,

<¡>[(C + D)q + (C - D)q] > 2<¡>(C) > 2<¡>[(A*A)q + (B*B)"],

and for q E (0, 1),

<b[(C + D )" + (C - D )«] < 2<¡>(C) < 2<t>[(A*A)q + (B*B)"].

Thus we have <t>[(C + D)q + (C - D)q] = 2<KC9) where q E (0, oo)\{l}. By

Theorem 1 (ii), (iv), 0= D = A*B + B*A, i.e., A*B = - B*A. Since the

equality

IA+B&+%A-B&-2{\A&+\B&)

remains unchanged if (A, B) is replaced by (B*, A*), we have BA* = — AB*

also. Then we have

A*AB*B = -A*BA*B = A*BB*A = B*BA*A,

i.e., A*A commutes with B*B. Since

<b[(A*A + B*B)q] = <b(Cq) = <j>[(A*A)q + (B*B)"]

and since, for nonnegative real numbers s, t, (s + t)q = sq + tq only if

st = 0, we conclude that.4M5*.ß = 0. Hence (BA*A)*(BA*A) = 0, BA* =

0 on the support of A* and AB* = 0. Replacing (A, B) by (B*, A*) we have

B*A = 0 also

Suppose A,B E 91 n Lp(<$>) satisfy AB* = B*A = 0. Then A*A commutes

with B*B, (A*A)(B*B) = 0 and AB* + B*A = 0. Hence

2<b[(A*A)q + (B*B)q] = 2<b[(A*A + B*B)q]

= <¡>{[(A + B)*(A + B)]q +[(A - B)*(A - B)]q],

i.e.,

2(\\A 1+ \\B\C) = \\A + B\(p+ \\A -B\(p.

This completes the proof.

3. Lp isometries. In this section we shall prove our main theorems in-

troduced in §1, and also generalizations of some results of [5] and [6], by

modifying the arguments of these papers. For clarity, however, we shall

present the auxiliary results in full, though at places we shall refer the reader

to [6] for more details.

Throughout this section, as before, we let <f> [resp., tp] be a semifinite normal

faithful trace on 91 [resp., 93], Lp(<¡>) [resp., Lp(xl/)] he the associated Lp space,

and 0 a linear isometry from Lp(<f>) into Lp(\¡/),p E [1, oo)\{2). (As in §1, the

sum and product of two measurable unbounded operators will be in the

strong sense; cf. [2].)
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Lemma 3. (i) Let (AX)X(EA be a net in 91, which converges to A E 9t

ultraweakly. Then for any X E Lp(<p), (AxX)XeA [resp., (XAx)XeA] converges to

AX (resp., XA) with respect to the o(Lp(<b),Lq(tb)) topology on Lp(<b), where
q~x +p~x = 1.

(ii) Let (Ax)XeA be a net in 91+ n Lp((¡>) bounded above by A E 91+ n Lp(<t>).

Suppose (AX)X(EA converges to A weakly and suppose <b(S) < oo where S

denotes the support of A. Then for any B E 93, (®(AX)B)X^A [resp.,

(B®(AX))X^A] converges to ®(A)B [resp., B®(A)] with respect to the

o(Lp(>P),Lq(^)) topology on Lp(^).

Proof. Ad (i). Let X' E Lq(<¡>). Then XX' E Lx(<¡>) and <&AXXX') con-

verges to <b(AXX') by [9, p. 82]. Hence (AXX)X&A converges to AX with

respect to the o(Lp(<j>),Lq(<j>)) topology on L (<j>). Similarly by [4, Lemma 3.1]

we prove that (XAX) converges to XA with respect to the o(Lp(<p),Lq(<b))

topology on Lp(<j>).

Ad (ii). Let y E Lq(\p). Then, since the linear functional i|/[6(-)51"] on

Lp(<¡>) is continuous, there exists X' E Lq(<¡>) such that ¡p[®(Z)BY'] = &ZX')

for any Z E Lp($). Since AS = A, we have AXS = Ax. As SX' E Lx(<¡>),

<p(AxX') = <b(AxSX') converges to <b(ASX') = <t>(AX'), i.e., xP[®(Ax)BY'] con-

verges to 4>[@(A)BY']. Hence ®(AX)B -» ®(A)B with respect to the

o(Lp(xP),Lq(\¡^)) topology on Lp(\p). Similarly B@(AX) -^ B@(A) with respect to

the same topolgoy on Lp(-ty).

Lemma 4. Let A,B E 91 n Lp(<¡>). Suppose e(A),@(B) E 93. Then AB* =

B*A =0iff 004)0(5)* = @(B)*@(A) = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 2(iii) of §2.

Corollary 1. Let P, Px be projections in 91 n Lx(<b) with @(P),@(PX) E 93.

(i) Suppose PXP = PPX. Then \®(PX)\ commutes with |0(P)| [|0(/J)| denotes

the absolute value of®(P)]. Consequently, if®(P),@(Px) > 0, then

®(PX)®(P) = 0(P)0(P,).

(ii) Suppose PPXP = />,. Then \®(PX)\ < |0(P)| and \®(PX)\ = 0|0(^,)lö

where Q denotes the support of \®(P)\.

Proof (cf. [6, p. 95]). Ad (i). Let Qx m PXP, Q2 = P- ß„ ß3 = P, - ß,.

Then Qx, Q2, Q3 are mutually orthogonal projections with ß, + ß2 = P and

ß, + ß3 = P,. A direct computation using Lemma 4 shows that

i0(p)i2i0(p1)r=[@(ß,)*®(ß1)]2=i®(A)i2i0(^)i2-

Ad (ii). Let ß0 = P - Px. Then by Lemma 4 we have |0(P)|2 = |0(P,)|2 +

|0(ßo)|2. The desired assertion then follows.
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Corollary 2. Suppose 0[9t+ n Lp(4>)] c 93+. Let Mr<¡> denote the two-sided

ideal generated in 91 by projections in L,(</>). Let X,P £ Mr(j> with P a

projection.

(i) Suppose XP = PX. Then ®(X)®(P) - 0(P)0(*).

(ii) Suppose PXP = X. Then ®(X) = S®(X)S, where S denotes the support

of ®(P).

Proof (cf. [6, p. 96]). Without loss of generality we can assume X to be

positive. By making use of the spectral decomposition of X, Corollary 1 and

Lemma 3 above, and the fact that the support of X belongs to Mr ^ and hence

to Lx(<b) (cf. [10]), we establish (i). Statement (ii) is proved similarly.

Lemma 5. Suppose 0[9t+ n Lp(4>)] c 93+. Then there exists a Jordan homo-

morphism <&' of M"ç (the closure of Mr<¡) in 91 with respect to the uniform

topology) into 93 such that:

(i) ®(X) = ®(P)$'(X) = $'(X)@(P)for each X E A/rij> and projection P E

Mr^ with X = PXP;

(ii) 4>'(P) = Se(P) [the support of ®(P)]for each projection P E Mr¿.

Proof. This generalizes Lemma 3 of [6]. The proof given there can be

carried through with some modification. For completeness and clarity, how-

ever, we shall sketch the proof.

For X, P as given and for an arbitrary, strictly positive real number e > 0,

let $'e'(X, P) = [e + ®(P)]~XS®(X), where S denotes the support of 0(P).

Then one can show that 0 < <¡>'t'(X, P) < \\X\\ in case X > 0, that in general

&"(X, P) = (strong) lime^0 ^(X, P) exists, and that the map $"(•, P) from

P9IP into 93 is linear, bounded and positive. Moreover we have $"(X, Px) =

<S>"(X, P) for any projection Px E 91 satisfying Sx < Px < P (Sx = the sup-

port of X). Define, for X E Mr¿, ®"(X) = &"(X, Sx). One can show that the

map 4>" from Mr¿ into 93 is linear, positive and bounded. Also $"(P) = S by

considering /J0(P)] where /,(/) = t(e + t)~x. Define Í»' to be the unique

continuous extension of 4>" to M"^. $' can be shown to be a Jordan

homomorphism by means of the fact ^'(ß^^'iß^ = 0 for any two mutually

orthogonal projections QX,Q2 E Mr^. (i) is proved by observing that, for

positive X,

®(P )&"(X ) = lim [ 0(P )^(X, P ) 1

= lim [<&"(/>, P)0(A-)1 = S®(X) = @(X),
e-*0 L J

where lim£^,0 is taken in Lp(\p) with respect to the o(Lp(4/),Lq(\(/)) topology
(q-x+p~x = l).
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Lemma 6. Suppose 0[9I+ n Lp(<¡>)] = 93+ n Lp(xp). Then:

(i) for any projection Q E 93, there exists a family of mutually orthogonal

projections (PX)X^A in Mr^ such that

Q = 2 *'(A)  «** *W g A*,,*;
XeA

(ii) the weak closure of 0>'(Mr<jt) is 93.

Proof. As (ii) follows readily from (i), and as each projection in 93 is the

direct sum of a family of mutually orthogonal projections in Mr^, it suffices

to prove (i) for a nonzero projection ß E Mrj,. Then 0~'(ß) E 9Í+ n Lp(<b).

By the spectral theorem there exist a positive number A and a nonzero

projection P E 91 such that P < X®~X(Q). Hence P E Mr¿ and 0(P) < XQ.

Since ß E Af,^ we see that 0(P) and its support Se(P) = $'(P) (by Lemma

5) belong to Mr¿; also 4>'(P) < ß.

Now let (P„)„eN be a maximal family of mutually orthogonal nonzero

projections in Mr^ such that [i>'(P„)]nSN is a family of mutually orthogonal

subprojections of Q with each $'(P„) E Afr^. The family is countable because

$ is faithful and ß E Mr¿. Then 2„eN 0'(P„) = Q. For if otherwise, ß = ß

- 2„eN $'(P„) 9* 0. By the preceding paragraph, there is a nonzero projec-

tion P E Mr¿ such that $'(P) < ß and $'(P) 6 M,^. Now as S^pyS^pj =

0, ®(P)®(Pn) = 0 and PP„ = 0. This contradicts the maximality of (PJ„"eN;

soß = 2n6N<i>'(PJ.

Lemma 7. St/ppo«? 0[9l+ n !,,(»] = 93+ n Lp(^).

(i) There exist two projections Qx, Q2 in the center o/93 such that ß, + ß2 =

/ and such that the map X h» <&'(X)QX [resp., X i-» <S>'(X)Q2] of Mr"^ into 93 is a

homomorphism [resp., an antihomomorphism].

(ii) For every pair of projections Qx, Q2 satisfying (i), for every X E Lp(<b)

and for every A E M"^, we have

QXV(A)®(X) = QX®(AX)    [resp., Q2V(A)®(X) = Q2®(XA)]

and

QX®(X)V(A) = QX®(XA)    [resp., Q2®(X)V(A) = Q2®(AX)].

(iii) For each pair of projections Qx, Q2 satisfying (i), there exists a pair of

projections Px, P2 in the center of 91 such that Px + P2= I and such that, for

every X E Lp(<b), we have

QX®(X) = ®(PXX)    [resp.,Q2®(X) = 0(P2*)]-

(iv) The map 4>' from M"^ into 93 ¿J ultraweakly continuous and extends

uniquely to a Jordan isomorphism 4> of 91 onto 93.

Proof. This generalizes Lemma 5 of [6], and statements (i) and (ii) are

proved as in [6] with obvious modification (e.g., for (ii), apply Proposition 5

of ill).
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Ad (iii). By Lemma 6, we may let (Px)XeA he a family of mutually

orthogonal projections in Mr¡j> such that ß, = 2XeA ®'(PX). Put Px =

2Asa p\- II is easy (cf. [6, p. 102]) to prove that for every X E A, ®'(PX)®(X)

= ®(PXX), X E Lp(<b). By Lemma 3, it follows that ß,©^) = ®(PXX).

Similarly we have ®(X)QX = ®(XPX). As ß, is in the center of 93, we have

®(PXY) = ®(YPX) for any F G 31 n Lp(<b). Thus Px belongs to the center of

91. Similarly we prove that if (Py)y<Er is a family of mutually orthogonal

projections in Mr¿ such that ß2 = Syer <b'(Py), then Q2®(X) = ®(XP2),

where P2 = 2yer Py, and P2 belongs to the center of 91. Now

®[X(PX + P2)] = ß,0(X) + Q2®(X) = ®(X)

for any X E Lp(<pi), we conclude that Px + P2 = /.

Ad (iv). In order to show that $' is ultraweakly continuous, it suffices (by

Theorem 6 of [4]) to show that for every Z E Lx+(\p) the linear functional

A \-> \¡/[<¡>'(A)Z] is ultraweakly continuous on M"^. Since 0 is onto Lp(\l¡), it

suffices, in turn, to show that for every X E Lp(<j>) and for every W E Lq(\p)

(q~x + p~x = 1), the linear functional A h> \p[<t>'(A)®(X)W] is ultraweakly

continuous on M"^. By (ii) and (iii) above, it is easy to see that <&'(A)®(X) =

®(PXAX + P2XA). Hence

4>[<î>'(A)®(X)rV] = ^[®(PXAX + P2XA)W].

Since the linear functional \p[®(-)W] is continuous on Lp(<b), there exists

V E L9(</>) such that ^[0(y)J^] = <b(YV) for every Y E Lp(<j>). Hence we

have

xP[^'(A)®(X)W] = <b[(PxAX + P2XA)V]

= <p(AXVPx) + <b(A VP2X ).

Since XVPX and VP2X E Lx(<b), the maps A h> <b(AXVPx) and A h->

<b(A VP2X) are ultraweakly continuous. Thus <&' is ultraweakly continuous on

The rest of the proof is standard (cf. [6, p. 103]).

Theorem 3. Suppose 0[9t+ n /)7(^)] = 93+ n ^(^p E [1, oo). Then there

exist uniquely a Jordan *- isomorphism $ of 91 onto 93, and a positive selfadjoint

operator Z E Lp(\p) affiliated with the center of 93 such that

®(X ) = ®(X)Z,      lean Lpit).

Suppose, in addition, that 91 or 93 is a factor. Then 5> is an isomorphism or an

anti-isomorphism of 91 onto 93, ana" Z is proportional to the identity of 93; so

r/ieTe ex/sis uniquely a strictly positive number X such that ®(X) = X$(X) for

every X E 9Í n L„(<f>).
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Proof. This "generalizes" Theorem 1 of [6]. The proof there carries

through, with some modification, in the present context. For completeness

and clarity, however, we shall sketch the proof.

Let (PX)X(EA De a family of mutually orthogonal projections in Mr^ such

that / = 2ASA P\- Let Sx he the support of ®(PX). Let Z be the closure of the

"direct sum" Z' of 0(PA)|S (*> (K denotes the Hilbert space on which 93 acts).

Then it follows from Lemmas 3 and 7 that

®(x)= 2 e(*/\)= 2 Hx)®(px),
A£A ASA

where 2AeA is taken in Lp(ip) with respect to the o(Lp(t¡i),LqU/)) topology

(q~x + p~x = 1). Since

Q(X)®(PX) = 2 HX)®(PX)
XeA

SXo = ®(X)Sx,

it follows that &(X)Z' c ®(X) and, taking adjoints, it can be deduced that

®(X) = Z$(X) = ®(X)Z. As the composite $(X) ° Z is contained in the

composite Z ° &(X), Z is seen to be affiliated with the center of 93. $ is

unique because <&(P) has to be the support of 0(P) for each projection

P £ Mr¿. To see the uniqueness of Z, let Zx be another operator having the

same properties as Z. If Z, — Z ^ 0, then by the spectral theorem and

Lemma 6, there would be a projection P E MrA¡ such that (Z, — Z)O(P) =£

0. Since Z,$(P) = 0(P) = Z$(P), we have Z, = Z. The rest of the theorem

follows from well-known results on Jordan isomorphism (cf. [11]). (In the

present context, Lemma 4 with p = 2 is Lemma 2 of [6], so the above outline

works forp = 2 too.)

Corollary 1. Let % be a finite factor with the canonical trace <f>, and let 0

be a linear isometry from Lp(<b) (1 < p < oo) onto itself with 0(91+) = 91+ .

Then the restriction of 0 to 91 IS either an automorphism or an anti-automor-

phism of 9Í.

Corollary 2. Let % be a type I factor with the canonical trace <f>, and let 0

be a linear isometry from L (<$>) (1 < p < oo) onto itself with ®[Lp+(<¡>)] =

L + («í)). Then there exists an automorphism or an anti-automorphism $0/91 such

that ®(X) = <&(X)for every X E Lp(<b).

Proof. These corollaries follow readily from Theorem 3.

Corollary 3 (cf. [5, Theorem 2]). Let T be a linear map from 91 onto 93.

Suppose for some p £ [1, oo), r[9t n Lp(<b)] = 93 n Lp(\p) and suppose that

||l\.«4)|| = \\A\\ for every A E 91 n Lp(<b). Then the following statements are

equivalent :

(i) T is a Jordan *-isomorphism of 91 onto 93;

(ii)r(9t+) = 93+ andT(I)= I.
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Proof. T can be extended to a linear isometry from Lp(<b) onto Lp(\p). Thus

(ii) => (i) by Theorem 3 (recall that 4> is ultraweakly continuous). The implica-

tion (i) => (ii) is well known [11].

Lemma 8. Suppose there is a family (Px)XeA of mutually orthogonal projec-

tions in 91 such that 2XeA PA = / and <t>(Px) < oo, 0(PX) E 93 for each A E A.

Then there exists a partial isometry V E 93 such that for any projection P E 91

with ®(P) £93 and P < PXo (for some A,, E A), we have ®(P)V > 0.

Proof. Denote ®(PX) = Ux, let Ux = WX\UX\ he its polar decomposition,

and let Fx [resp., Ex] be the initial [resp., final] projection of the partial

isometry Wx. By Lemma 4 above, UXU*. = U*.UX = 0 (X + X'); so Ux, Ux.

(resp., £/£, U£) have mutually orthogonal supports. Thus EXEX, = 0, FXFX, =

0. Let V = 2XeA IV*. Clearly V £ 93 is a partial isometry. Let X0 E A. Then

0(PAo) y = UXV =\ U\\\ > 0 as UXo(l - Fx) = 0. Let P be a projection in 9Í

majorised by PXo, and let ß = PXo - P. Then ®(P) + ®(Q) = Ux<¡ and

®(Q)*@(P) = 0. Thus [0(ß)K]* and [®(P)V]* have mutually orthogonal

supports. Since \U*o\ = [®(P)V]* + [®(Q)V]* is nonnegative, we conclude

that 0(P) V > 0.

Proposition 1. Suppose 91 is finite (<i> may be semifinite) and 0[9l n Lp(<b)]

= 93 n Lp(\¡,). Then there is a partial isometry V E 93 smc/j that T(-) = ®(-)V

is a linear isometry from L^) i'nro Lp(i¡¡) with T[9l+ n Lp(<¡>)] c 93+ n Lp($),

and VV* = /.

Proof. By Proposition 10 of [9, §6, p. 100], there exists a family (Px)XeA of

central projections in 91 satisfying the conditions of Lemma 8. Let V he

constructed as in Lemma 8.

For X £ MrW> and A £ A, let Xx = PXXPX, and let Fx he the initial

projection of Wx introduced in the proof of Lemma 8. Then X = (weak)

2XeA *x and VV*®(XX)* = VV*FX®(X)* (by Corollary 2 of Lemma 4) =

®(XX)*. By Lemma 3, VV*®(X)* = ®(X)*. Since

0[9in L,«*)] - » n L,U,)

and since Mr^ is dense in Lp(<j>), we conclude that VV* = /. As

\\®(X ) V\\p - || V*®(X )*\\p = ||0(* )*||„ = || A-||„,

r( • ) = 0( • ) V is a linear isometry from Lp(^>) into Lp(\p). By Lemma 8, it is

clear that T[9t+ n Lp(<b)] c 93+ n Lp(<j>).

The following theorem "generalizes" Theorem 1 of [5] with a completely

different proof.
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Theorem 4. Suppose 91, 93 are finite (<f>, \p may be semifinite) and

0[9I n Lp(<t>)] = 93 n Lp(xp), p E [1, oo)\{2}. Then there are a Jordan ^iso-

morphism 4> of 91 onto 93, a positive selfadjoint operator Z E ^(xp) affiliated

with the center of 93, and a unitary W E 93 such that ®(X) = <&(X)ZW,

X E 91 n Lp($).

Proof. Since 93 is finite, the partial isometry V in the preceding proposition

is unitary (cf. [9, p. 217]) and r() = ®(-)V is onto Lp(x¡/) with

r[9i+ nz>0)] =93+nL/,0r<).

A direct application of Theorem 3 then completes the proof.
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